Theatre 365 Design I Fundamentals of Design
Schedule Fall 2018

August
Mon. 20
- Intro. Syllabus and Project Discussion.
- ASSIGN: Watch line lecture power point on Canvas.
Wed. 22
- DUE: Viewed line lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo line drawing basics.
- In class line drawing exercise.
- Talk about how it is used in relation to theatre design.
Fri. 24
- Line Drawing in class exercise.
- QUIZ: From line power point.
- ASSIGN: Watch shape lecture power point on canvas.
Mon. 26
- DUE: Viewed shape lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo shape drawing basics.
- In class shape drawing exercise.
Wed. 28
- In class shape drawing exercise.
- Talk about how it is used in relation to theatre design.
Fri. 31
- QUIZ: From shape power point.
- In class shape drawing exercise.
- ASSIGN: View mass/form power point on canvas.

September
Mon. 3
- No class Labor day.
Wed. 5
- DUE: Viewed mass/form lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo mass/form drawing basics.
- In class mass/form drawing exercise.
Fri. 7
- QUIZ: From mass/form power point.
- In class mass/form drawing exercise.
- ASSIGN: View texture power point on canvas.
Mon. 10
- DUE: Viewed texture lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo texture drawing basics.
- In class texture drawing exercise.
Wed. 12
- In class texture drawing exercise.
- Talk about how it is used in relation to theatre design.

Fri. 14
- QUIZ: From texture power point.
- In class texture drawing exercise.
- ASSIGN: View balance/proportion/scale power point on canvas.

Mon. 17
- DUE: Viewed balance/proportion/scale lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo balance/proportion/scale drawing basics.
- In class balance/proportion/scale drawing exercise.

Wed. 19
- In class balance/proportion/scale drawing exercise.
- Talk about how it is used in relation to theatre design.

Fri. 21
- QUIZ: From balance/proportion/scale power point.
- In class balance/proportion/scale drawing exercise.
- ASSIGN: View color power point on canvas.

Mon. 24
- DUE: Viewed color lecture power point on Canvas.
- Demo color basics.
- In class color painting exercise.

Wed. 26
- In class color painting exercise.
- Talk about how it is used in relation to theatre design.

Fri. 28
- QUIZ: From color power point.
- In class color painting exercise.
- ASSIGN: View Principles of Design power on canvas.
- ASSIGN: Color research day for red, yellow, white and violet.

October
Mon. 1
- DUE: Color research day and presentation.

Wed. 3
- DUE: Viewed Principles of Design power point I and II on Canvas.
- Demo Principles of Design basics.
- In class Principles of Design exercise.

Fri. 5
- QUIZ: From Principles of Design power point.
- In class Principles of Design drawing exercise.
- ASSIGN: Take home drawing project.
Mon. 8
- Check-in take home drawing project.
- In class work take home drawing project.

Wed. 10
- In class drawing take home drawing project.
  - **ASSIGN: Color research day for blue, green and black.**

Fri. 12
- In class drawing take home drawing project.

Mon. 15
- **DUE: Color research day and presentation.**
- **DUE: Take home drawing project.**

Wed. 17
- Demo drafting/perspective drawing.
- In class drafting/rendering/perspective drawing exercise.

Fri. 19
- Demo rendering techniques.
- In class drafting/rendering/perspective drawing exercise.

Mon. 22
- Demo white model construction techniques and materials.
- In class drafting/white model construction exercise.

Wed. 24
- In class drafting/white model construction exercise.

Fri. 26
- In class light source drawing exercise.

Mon. 29
- In class light source drawing exercise.

Wed. 31
- **ASSIGN: Research project.**
- Show examples of research images and talk about the process.
- In class work on research images.

**November**

Fri. 2
- In class work on research project.

Mon. 5
- **DUE: Research project.**
- Demo fabric drawing techniques.
- In class fabric drawing exercise.

Wed. 7
- In class fabric drawing exercise.

Fri. 9
- In class fabric drawing exercise.
Mon. 12
- Show and tell design process examples.

Wed. 14
- Discussion about directors and designer concept statements.
- Show examples.

Fri. 16
- **Assign: Theatre costume and scenic design project.**
- Discussion about director and designer concepts.
- Handouts.

Mon. 19
- **No class fall break.**

Wed. 21
- **No class fall break.**

Fri. 23
- **No class fall break.**

Mon. 26
- **Due: Play read and typed script analysis.**
- **Due: rough director and designer concept statements.**
- In class work on final project.

Wed. 28
- **Due: typed director and designer concept statements.**
- In class work on final project.

Fri. 30
- **Due: Research images.**
- In class work on final project.

**December**

Mon. 3
- **Due: Preliminary sketches and rough white model.**
- In class work on final project

Wed. 5
- In class work on final project

Fri. 7
- In class work on final project

**Final Project Presentation:**
Thurs. Dec. 13 (12:00-2:00)